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Alcohol, the
continued from cover
consumption of alcohol on the
state's campuses pursuant to
the emergency clause of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
This clause allows a state board
or agency to circumvent the
regularrule of making proced-
ure i.e. giving' notice, holding
hearings, etc., if the board or
agency can prove the existence
of imminent peril to the public
health safety or welfare.
The motion for the injunction
came as a direct result of
adamant student feeling that 00
emergency exis'tedat any of the
four state institutions of higher
learning. This strong sentiment
still exists. After all, where is
the emergency? There have
been no, reports of any alcohol
related problems at any of the
schools since the board's policy
.was struck down last May, In
fact. student. behavior, with
regard to their consumption of
alcohol, has been compliment-
ed by administrators. It is also a
fact that I have beentold by a
number of administrators and
certain members of the, board
that they are not personally
opposed to drinking on campus.
Does this sound, like an
emergency?
It seems to me that the only
real imminent peril that exists is
a peril to the State Board's
political health, safety & wel-
fare:
Why then the judge's deci-
sion? If you will go over the
transcript of the hearing, I think
you will find that it is quite clear
that there was not even a valid
attempt made by the defendant
state board to prove that there
existed imminent- peril to the
public. What the board did do
was to point out that they were
making a good faith effort to
follow the APA. Which in fact
they are. They have printed
notices of - intent to act in
newspapers in Boise, Pocatello"
Lewiston, and Moscow. They
have also scheduled hearings in
several ..areas of the state.
This.in the eyes of Judge
Schroeder. served as ample
justification for denying our
motion. .
Although the students feel
that the board should be
.complemented for getting' the
ball roIling with regard to APA
hearings, we still feel the board
acted rashly & wrongly by
adopting a rule under the
emergency clause. While the
students understand the ten-
uous position of the board, we
still stand opposed to the stance
the board has taken (as reflected
by their alcohol policy) from
which .the members, act as
parents to the students, making
decisions for them concerning
what they should and should not
do in an area that is already well
covered by state' statutes.
Originally, the students went
to-court because of a belief that
someconstitutional rights, were
being violated. I still feel that
this is the case. These questions
pard, ndthelow
have never really been answer-
ed. TIley haven't even been
addressed. For this reason., I
feel there is ,a very good chance
that we will.be ,bac,tc in court in
the near future attempted to get
these important questions ans-
wered thus solving the "alcohol
problem 10 once and for all.
Stitzel new Business dean
by Tim Scharff career working as a chemical
engineer with Phillips Petrole-
um.
Asked about his plans for the
School of Business, Dean Stitzel
said that accreditation by the
-....... \,'
,~
Dr. 'Ihomas Stitzel, new Dean of
the BSU School (If Business.
[photo by Ron Ferguson]
American Association of Colle-
.giate Schools of Business ranks
high on his list. The AACSB
accreditation process, which
began five years ago, is in the
final stages. Reports are' now
being prepared for the assoeia-
tion.: with actual evaluation of
the BSU business program
planned for next year. Accredi-
tation by AACSB would solidify
the reputation of the school.
Looking towards the future,
Dr. Stitzel expects a period of
slower growth and more stabili-
ty for BSU that will allow more
emphasis to be placed on "fine
tuning" and less on expansion .
Praising his faculty highly,
Stitzel stressed their strong
commitment to "serving the
state"--"a selfless kind of
serving" lacking in many
universities. Becoming active in
meeting the needs of students
and taxpayers is the most
interesting' aspect of his job,
says Stitzel, who maintains an
open-door policy for people with
concerns.
When asked what type of man
he would like to see chosen as
permanent university president,
Dr. Stitzel replied that he favors
a person who will "build on the
strengths of the university so
that we will continue to be an
institution that responds to the
needs of the people who pay the
bills" .
'f~'. ,~
The search for a successor to
former Dean of Business
CharlesLein ended this summer
'With the appointment' of BSU
professor Thomas Stitzel.
Dr. Lein., who headed the
business school for four years:
left BSU in June to accept the
presidency of the University of
South Dakota." ,
Dr. Stitzel, 41, assumed the
position on July 1 following two
years in the Department of
Management and Finance, Of
the six candidates rccornmcn-'
ded to the university president
for consideration, only Dr,
Stitzel held a position at BSU.
Dr. Roger Roderick, also of the
Management and Finance De-
partment, chaired the search
committee of ten business
professors and three business
students. Prior to coming .to
BSU, Dr. Stitzel 'taught at
Oregon State University, spent
one year working' in New
Zealand,and served briefly as a
consultant with the Securities
and Exchange Commission in
Washington, D.C. He began his
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overntnent stream/loeh;
'by Diane Barr
, Tuesday, September 20, the
ASB Senate, unaminously ap-
proved a motion to set up an
"ad hoc" committee to investi-
gate the "possibility of stream-
'lining student government. -
Acts and Sciences Senator
Sieve Botimer made the motion
and little debate followed. The
same move bad been defeated
by a 9-5 margin, at the last
Senate session. Outlining the
specific' membership of the
committee was put off until the
meeting on September 27.
Education senator Pattijo
Paullusmoved that the senators
offer their services to act as
table servers during the ,BSU
night dinner prior tothe special:
BSU presentation of "Shenan-
doah". The motion passed by
an _8~5 vote, the dissenters
votmg"nay"because they
could not attend the event.
Yo-tech Senator Paul BUrress
tendered his resignation' to
, 'Senate president' Chris _Rudd.
Burress listed his obtainmenr of
a job in hi~field as the reason
for. the resignation. '
Funds' for.travel to ,the .
Student Lega( Rights Confer-
ence, approximately $450; and
monies used' to fund '. an
administrative assistant pOsition
for President Mike Hoffman
were, Il'Ilamin~usly ,rescinded ~..'
following Hoffman's requests
for the action. '
In other business, unarninous
approval was' obtained for a'
series of permanent appoint-'
ments by President Hoffman.
Arts and Sciences Senators Les
Wolff' and David Hamrnerquist
were named to the Food Service
Committee while John Priscella
was approved as ARmTER
editor----and Rene. Clement's
name was accepted for the
position of Student Services
Director. Mike Isbell was
appointed to' 'the Personnel
Selection Committee and both
Jerry 'Bridges and, Marilyn
Sandmeyer will be sitting on the
Affirmative Action committee:
This year's election board will
be chaired by Cheryl Riggis,
She will be 'assisted by
,vice-chairperson Linda Schmuck
and Susan Melsa. Heidi Swin..
nerton and Tom Kennedy will
be members of the Honors
Committee while Health Scien-
ces senator Joljn Osterkamp
was named to replace Arts and
Sciences. Senator Craig Hurst 9n
th.e Financial, Advisory, Board
(F.AB).Jobn Riche ~as tempor-
arily appointed to the FAB as a
student-at-Iarge.
. Hoffmana:lsoinformedthe
senate of his appointments to a
specialunivefsity committee of
students, faculty. ',and adminis-.
trators that· will look towiud.the
ASBSU office and after showing
them when they purchase goods,
at member merchants stores,
they recieve a discount. Bridges
.also mentioned that he was the
campus representative for "Sh-
enandoah" and that the effort to
raise money at BSU would be
getting underway during the
week of October 1.
According to Student Affairs
committee chairman, Business
senator Shane Bengoespea,' a
report will be forthcoming on
September 28 that will outline
the results ofthe investigation
that is being conducted into the
manner in which athletic funds
are being spent. The report will
focus on the committee's
meeting with Athletic Director
Lyle Smith.
Senate meetings are held
weekly on Tuesdays at 3:30 in
the Senate Chambers. Student
attendance is encouraged and
appreciated.
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hlights Senate action
direction BSU will be going in
, the next five years. Named from
Arts and Letters' was'· Mary
Struhs; from Health Sciences,
Jeff Streiif; from Education,
Nancy Efferson; from the
Graduate school, Barbara Wei-
nder; and Tony Chirico from the
School 'of Business.
Hoffman also reported on the
progress being made to estab-
lish a credit union at BSU under
the auspices of the Student
Services department. The credit
union would be .svailable vto
full-time students and their
immediate families, and would
lend money to students at a 12%
interest rate. Initial activa-
tion of membership would
require a $5.00 share payment.
After that' first purchase shares
could "be" purchased in any
amount. Presently, a petition is
being circulated to aetas an
,agent to demonstrate to, the
state Commissioner of Finance
the amount of support for the
student credit union. .
Public Relations chief,' Jerry
Bridges, presented his monthly
reporton the act.ivities of his
department fOi'th~ s::mmerand
early fall. Presently, a landlord-
tenant and an ASB brochure are
available on campus. Right 'now,
the Student Buying Power Card
(SBPe> is. the top item in' the
Public ReIatiolls offlce.Students '
can ~obtain, the cards at the
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Tri Delta ·welcomes
new sorority pledges
New faces 'brighten the Beta
Eta chapter of Delta Delta Delta
at Boise State University .. They
are the pledges, Lynanne
josephson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Josephson of Pay-
ette; Tammy Lynch, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lynch of
Boise; Carolea Hopingardner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
_·--·--Hopingardner of Boise; Robin
Pickering; daughter of the Earl
Snarr'sof Shelley; Robin Smith,
daughter of the Melvin Smith's
of Meridian; Cindy Bengal.
daughter of the B. F. Bengal's
of Pocatello; Cathy Whipple,
daughter of the Charles Whip-
pies of Mountain Home; and
Judy Porter, daughter of the
Richard Porter's of ~lJ.~se.
Delta Delta Delta is one of the
foremost women's sororities
with 29 members in the BSU
chapter. The-new pledges-are
becoming involved in service
projects and exchanges along
with many hours at the study
table.
·Applicotions taken for
Homecoming rovclty
Applications for' Homecoming
Queen and Mr. Bronco may be
picked up at the Progam Office
(2nd floor of the SUB). "
Canidates must be full-time
students, not on academic
probation. Applications, and a
·'5" x 7" black and white
photograph must be turned into
the Program Office no later than
4 p.m, Monday, October 10.A
mandatory orientation meeting
, will take place October 11 at 4
prn, Candidates will draw for
placements on the ballot and
review campaign regulations.
Homecoming elections will be
held October 26 and 27.
.Ii,
. ,
BSU DINING SERVICE
Proudiy Presents.
"A Fireside Chat"
with Associated Student
Body Officers & Senators
Thursday,'September 29
from ,6pm-7p,!,
in the Dining HdU.
Bring' your 'questions &
ASB Officers -& Senators
will'bring their answers.
,SENATORS
Jim Mnrshall-B '
. crrognurst~AS
Reid WaJters~B
PattIJo PauUas-Ed
Domia Mentzer.AS
John Osterkamp·HS
Steve Botlmcr-AS
LesWolff·AStarrY Jolmson"B '
Shan~· Bengoechea-B
.DAve 'Hamli)erqnlst.AS
Teri Staui!ck·Ed
UndaNorbe..g.VoT~h
ErnIe WlIIIdJlg·B ,.
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
Donn CIari<·Les Bois ,
Rene Clements·Student Servlccs
John Prisceila·Arblter
Ron Fergason.Photo Dr.
Steve Robertson"~ppB
WID Roy·StadcntLobby
Jerry Bridgoo.J,».R.
Steve ArtIs·Treaslll'er
Chris Radd·VlccPres.
MIke Hoffman-Pres;
B=BaSlness
AS=Aris & Sdences
Ed =EdaCatlon
HS=~et:lth Sdence
Grad Admission
tests available
u
i
i
The newly initiated members
of Beta Eta chapter of Delta
Delta Delta are Mary Ann
Hadzor and Kala Ross. They
joined the chapter as its lOOth
and 10Ist members _during
initiation, which was held on
Friday September 9, 1977.
Tri Delta plans a busy year,
starting with hostessiiig the
Harrison Boulevard homes show
and the Mayor's Handicap
Luncheon, and alurnnae-mem-
Sororityeyes.busy
social yearFor those individuals interes-
ted in graduate studies in
Management, the .Graduate
Management Admissions Test
bulletins..are available through
Career and Financial services.
The GMAT is, a test of '
academic aptitude designed to
estimate an applicant's promise
to succeed in a program b("
graduate study leading to an
MBA or equivalent degree.
, The test itself will be offered
on November 5, 1977· and on
January 28, March HI and July
8, 1978.
The first deadline for applica-
tion or for change of center is
October 14.
parking lots and streets is
eventually drained back into the
water supply to be used again.
The constant watering is
essential and the "only way" to
keep" th~,grass green, Erikson
said. Three or four days with no
. water would leave the grass
brown. He did say that watering
was cut down about 25%
because "everybody else" was
conserving water ..·'
Erikson cited QIe hick of
planning and funds for the poor'
sprinkling system on campus.
He noted that while new
buildings were' being planned,"
no' architectural design nor
ber dessert party, . and an
exchange with the Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity.
The chapter also. plans to
sponsor a dance and other
various fund-rllising' activities
for their two philaritropies,
tumerous cancer in children and.
a scholorship. Their recent
scholorship witmer, Miren As-
umendi received the' national
Delta Delta Delta scholorship
award of $1,000.
Sprinkler problem on compus
A national partner with the
accounting firm of Ernst' &
Ernst, Mr. Da~id Willman, 'will
speak on Tuesday, September
27at 1:45 p.rn. in, Ohio office of
Ernst & Ernst. The speech will,
cover the topic "General expec-
tations, misconceptions and
realizations of going to work as a .
public accountant. ':A.question
and answer session will. follow
his talk., This presentation is
bemg sponsored by; the· ABA
CUS AcCounting Club.. . - . ' .
funds were provided· for an
underground system. He said
that while water would be saved
if an underground system was
installed, it would cost quite a
bit of money. In the long run,
though, he thought money could
be saved. "
There are sparse under-
ground systems, at BSU. Chaffee
Hall, the. pedestrian mall arid
the Health I Science Buildingall
have underground systems. But
the most noticeable spots where
problems occur are at the Subal
Theatre, between the Library
and Business buildings, and by
the Special Events Center.
Science-Education.•' ,
sees '79cornp,letion
by· Patrick Cox
The second "phase of the
Science-Education Building
complexshould be completed in
the spring 00979; At a .cost of
$3,600,000 the Education Build-
ing will contain 'seven floors of
earthquake-proof classroom and
office space.
The funding was agreed upon
last year with the' state of Idaho
paying the full ,amount; The $10
permanent building fee on every
-taxpayer's :;tate:tax form is the
'sour~e of capital. Actually, cost
-will be $650,000 in excess of the
original 'allowimce amount.
$120,000 will go towards
electronic, videottrpe and read-
ingequipment. Of particular
. interest .will be, bio-feedback
. equipment consisting of eight
. electronically equipped counsel-
ing rooms built in front of an
, observation room, where one
. may observe all the counseling,
, rooms and remain unseen via
two-way glass. .',
Each floor of the new building
will be built,with all services -e--:
!llevator, restrooms: and equip-
ment - combined at one end to
'cut down on hallways and
wasted space. In same cases,
thewaUsaremoveable to permit
group teaching;. The entire
seventh floor will be reserved
for' graduate' wo~;k with desks
and pennan,ent storage space.
An interesting thing to watch
.for as the building is COllstruc,
ted is the' removal of the
observatory 011 topot the,new
,Science B!1i1dirigand itsre-
placement oli top ofthefmished ,
.Education .•BUilding··' where' its
.view, ··of the· 'skY-:wiU be
unobstructed; .
r
~.;...•..•f
by RIck Mattoon
While one may, think' Boise
State University is located in the
middle of lake Boise (walk by
the Subal Theatre or Special
Events Center), and while one
may think the sprinklers are
constantly on, water is not being
wasted and there is no negligent .
use of the sprinkling system,
according to- Hornet Erikson, of
Buildings and Grounds.
Erikson said recently that the
majority of' water used on
campus is ditch water. While
flooding is necessary, because
ofthe shallow'surface of the top
soil, the water that runs into the
The rbiter' needs,
. .
a layout assistants
Apply '.riowatthe Owyh~e' Ro~mJ
Student Union;
Accounting finn
specks on
future of C.P.A.
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create anxiety and insecurity.
A person isn't "abnonnal" if.
he feels overwhelmed at times.
Every person has problems. If
you need help to go through a
bad time, there are many places
to get it both on and off campus.
On campus aid will· be high-
lighted here.
Anxi etycanp rod uce
poinful physical symptoms
'1
I
Cheryl McLaughlin, intern
counselor at BSU, believes that
freedom-to choose and explore
values can be beneficial but also
UM hosts Hope
Talent Search
The University of Montana in
Missoula has been selected to
frost regional competition for the
nationai "Search For The Top In
Collegiate Talent" sponsored by
. America's top entertainer,- BOB
HOPE. t -
Winners at local talent
contests at universities in the
Northwest Region will be on
hand for competition December
I, University, Center Ballroom,
at which time winners will be
chosen for national competition
in January. Hope will choose
8-10 winners to appear with him
on a national television special
_ in conjunction with the nation-
wide convention of the National
Entertainment and Campus
Activities Association (NECAA)
"February 22-26.
Hope said the entertainment
'field is ,an important one in
today's education. "The engin-
eers and statesmen, doctors and
lawyers oftommorrow are now'
being groomed for our society in
colleges and universities tho
'. roughout the country, As so are
the future entertainers who will
excite our souls, stimulate .our
minds, soothe our- emotions;
and give us something to watch
between television' commer- .
cials, ~'
-~t,', t:.fi~,,;"·
~ '( ~-;, 0.' ~.G· ,~
Hotline, a phone-rap service
for people with problems of all
kinds, has people to listen and
also a tape with available mental
health . facilities listed; Their
number is 345·7888.
The BSU counseling facilities
are' located on the second floor
of the library/learning center.
There are six counselors and
one intern available, and some-
one will be there from ~:30 to
4:30 to talk to.
If there is a problem with a
spouse or with parents, the
counselors will be glad to talk to
them as well as the student. The
counselors' use humanist, be-
haviorist, or biofeedback tech-
niques; in short, any methods at
their disposal to help a student.
Confidentiallity is a policy
strictly adhered to. They can
also refer off-campus." aid.
Another way to find out about
off-campus assistance is to dial
-343·4996, the information and
referral service for area mental
health service.
These facilities are available;
consider these alternatives and
seek out others who can help.
Love is Remembering ...
'fr)~~~, CHOOSE FROM OUR
'(/{(~\\~i~'1' SELECTION OF
\fj, .L ~~ J DIAMONDS
~~ --- /1.' i WATCHES'
~ , ') STONE RINGS
EARRINGS
PENDANTS
rtl~· JeWelers
'~~,01~ 1207 BROADWAY
ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING POWER CARD"
. REPRESENTATIVES- 2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF BRONCO
STADIUM
~ndAnnual
(:~nD§~(:()UumtrY ~ki §WiJP
SATURDAY, OCT. 8TH -, 8A.M.-6P.M.
o Bring old skis and sell on consignment.
CI Break a ski last season? find. a mate!
o No downhill equipment allowed. The only skl
swap devoted 100% to skinny ski fanatics.
o Come and get a real bargain andplenty of
knowledqeable help.
(Free lessons this season tor renters.)
HEWLETT-PACKARD presents
, \
-Hewlett-Packard's exciting flew
HP·lO is up to 50% smaller and
lighter than other ,handheld
printing calculators-with all
the features you'd expect to find
. in 'a desktop office machine.
$175
Had a big change in appetite
lately? Shortness of breath? An
"uncomfortable" feeling in
stomache? Can't seem to get
.enough sleep?
A quick trip to the doctor may
be all that's needed, but these
symptoms can also be signs of
stress and anxiety. - There are
other signs of emotional tension
most of us easily recognize, like Rich Downs, Professor of
feeling depressed, insecure, Psychology and counselor, st-
prone to a quick temper, or ill at ressed that friends can help a
ease. College days can be fun, lot. "There-are people without
but they can also be very hard to degrees that can be as helpfulas
cope with sometimes. • those with degrees," he says.
"Ther~_Jlre tremendous ad- , Finding an understanding. car-
justment problems for many ing friend to talk to can certainly
students," says Dr. Mark Snow. make things easier.
of the Psychology Dept. "Esp- For donn residents, the R.A.s
. ecially freshmen, who are often can' assist in solving personal
-changed from a constrained problems, "Part of our criteria
environment to a complete lack in choosing an R.A. is to assess
of constraint. Some enter a person with a degree of
college with false expectations empathy, caring, and compas-
and feel bad when they cannot sion;" says Sue Mitchell,
be met." Director of Student Residential
Life. "The R.A.s are informed
.of various services available for
various problems, and can
direct students to places where
they can get help.
'.-
"
The HP·19C and, Hp·29C both
have Continuous Memory-cap-
ability so 'the programs you
store are saved, ready for use,
until you clear or' overwrite
them.
With the HP·19C,youhave the
additionaladv.antage of a
printed tape to help you with
your editing. You .can list your
. programs and easily check them
for mistakes.
·$195
~
Jiook .3tore
BELGRAVIA ·455 MAIN ST;
-BOISE, lDAHO . 83702
TELEPHONE 208 336-7722
'.
PACKARD at, .
,$345
.Open-
Mom..FrL8-5
,..
'\
.1
/l.
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What Next?
, If the pubiic' good were not in imminent perilas de~lared by the
'State Board of Education in passing the Alcohol Pohcy under the
Emergency Provision ofthe Administrative Procedures Act, then
they - the public - are now. A precedent has been set . .The 4th _
District Court ruling by Justice Gerald Schroede.r has given the
State Board the green light to operate mystlcall~, and ~he
students as well as the public will need a crystal ball If they wish
to participate in the educational decision makin!Lpro:e~s:
Why is that, you might ask? Well, in lig.ht of thl~ decision the
State Board has gained the' propensity to introduce all
controversial matters under the Emergency section of the APA,
thus eliminating any form of input from dissenting entities. The
consequences are far reaching ... far beyond the students .. far
beyond the faculty or administration ... ,
The State Board fulfills, many roles, one of which is
determining policy for primary and secondary education, as well
as higher education. If you now apply the fact that students of
higher ed can be zapped at any time without prior motice, and
carry that point to the public, you will find the same holds true
for the public. Issues such as "prayers in the classroom," "the
pledge of allegiance," "educational criteria," "school books,"
"funding," "busing," "educational opportunities," "Tit.le IX,"
and more, can now be introduced in State Board meetmgs~
- emergency items and the public is power.less to make their
feelings known until it is after-the-fact policy.
, Many things could occur in the future as a result of the: State
Board's newly-found dictatorial powers, yet rather than diSCUSS
the actions that might be taken by the Board, I would forecast the
actions that might be taken by the public. Historically (o.r~t least
in the Vietnam conflict) a vast number of students were joined by
members of the' "public" in marching, protesting, rioting and
the like. It is my opinion that they were forced to t~k~ the~e
extreme measures because the avenues for them-to participate in
a government' 'of the people, for the people and by the people"
were closed.
My analysis then, suggests this: whe.n th~ time ~ome.s and the
State Board begins to zap the pubhc WIth t.helr trtckery. on
matters of major concern to elementary and prtmary education,
then the dies for justice now voiced by students will gain a ne:v
dimension in the eyes of the public., Such was the case in
Vietnam: such will be the case in this matter.
li!J Irruon
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Police: of questionable validity
by Chuck Bufe
Are the police real1y necessary? While it's
obvious that the police do engage in social1y
. useful activities, assisting stranded motorists,
etc., it's' also obvious that they engage in
social1y harmful acts such as the suppression of
social and political dissent (the murders of
Black Panthers Fred Hampton and Mark Clark
by the Chicago PD, for instance), and ,
strikebreaking.
Such functions are, however; merely of
secondary' importance to a ~ajority. of the
population. What most people are worried
about is crime; they believe thatthe police are-
necessary because they protect the public from
crime.
Crime is clearly a major problem. In 1974
U.S. News nod World, Report estimated that
crime cost the U.S. economy nearly $90 billion
per year, an appreciable fraction of the gross
national product. Andjust how effective are the
police in protecting the people from" this
threat?
Obviously not very. In 1975, according to FBI
statistics, 11,256,600 serious crimes were
reported to police in American cities and towns.
Included in those figures were 56.090 forcible
rapes, 20,510 murders, and 484.710 aggravated
assaults. In that year the crime' rate, as
calculated by the FBI, was 5,282 serious crimes
per 100,000 population.
What's more, those figures are probably too
low. In 1966 a survey, of 10,000 households
conducted by the National, Opinion Research
Center of the University of Chicago, revealed
that half of all serious, crimes went unreported.
Thatfinding was confirmed in \973 by a study
conducted by the Bureau of the Census. and
again in 1974 in a LEAA survey.' The LEAA
found that in some places, such as Philadelphia,
home of Mr. Law'ri'Order, Frank Rizzo,
presently' Philadelphia's mayor and formerly
the head 'of its police-department, four out of
five serious crimes went unreported. That also
seems to 'be the case locally; last year Boise
police apprehended a youth who had committed
over, 200, burglaries in the North End.
three-quarters had not been reported. .
And of reported crimes, only about one in five
is Ycleared" by an.arrest. In 1975 the figure
'was 211?er cent And of thosp. arrested a
majority are never convicted of the crime(s)
with which they're charged.
In 1973 only13.3.per cent of men arrested for
. forcible rape were convicted. When that figure
is considered in light of the one-in-five 'arrest
rate and the findings that at least half ,of al1
,serious crimes go unreported,!t becomes d.ear
that very probably fewer than 1.5 percent of
rapists are convicted of their crime(s). In light
of the nature of rape and society's attitude
'toward it. it's likely that considerably fewer
than half of al1forcible rapes, perhaps as low as
one-fourth or one-fifth, are reported. If that's
the case, it's probable that less than one per
cent of rapists are ever convicted.
So what's the solution? More police? Strangely
enough, most of the available evidence
suggests 'that increasing the number ofpolice
has little, effect upon tile crime rate. Duringthe
1960s, police manpower was greatly increased'
in many cities, but the crime rates in those
cities also continued to increase. 'Boston' and
San Antonio have very similar burglary rates
even though Boston has three times more police
per capita, than San Antonio. And in a 1970
experiment in Kansas City. Mo., it was found
that the crime rate was not significantly
affected by the number of police patrolling an
area. In that experiment 15 beats were divided
into three 'groups, one group was patrol1ed as
normal, in the second group al1patrol cars were
removed and police responded only to calls, and
in the third the number of squad cars was
drastically increased with two to three times the
normal number visible. Aft~r a one year trial
period it was found that the crime rate in the
three areas did not difter meaningfully. A few
studies have produced, contradictory results,
but the bulk of the" evidence suggests. that
increasing police manpower is not an effective
way to combat crime.
So what is? One "solution" would be to turn
the country into a police-state; a state in which
citizens would be stripped ofthier rights and
placed under continuous police surveillance. I
suspect (I hope), though, that mostAmericans
would not want to live under such conditions'.
And even a resort to outright totalitarianism
would not eliminate crime, Why not? Because
increasing the numbers and powers of the _
police merely attacks the symptoms of a social
disease and not its cause.
To attack the roots of criminalbehavior it's'
necessary' to understand why people commit
crimes. TIle normal "conservative" response.
that people commit crimes because it's "human
nature" to' do so, can best' be, termed willful
ignorance. If. that was the case,.it could be
,expected that crime rates would. not vary
significantly from countrjl'to country, from
place,to place' within countries, or from year to
year in the same, locale.
So why do people commit crimes? ,TIt,e'
[coot. 011 page I3l
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r Educotionclrcdlo in rut?
Editor, the ARBITER
It has come to our attention
lately, as musicians, free-think-
ers, and students of BSU, that
radio KBSU-FM is slipping into
an ever-degenerating, narrow-
~-minded rut. Aswe-understand;
. KBSU is licensed as an
educational - alternative - non-
commercial station. From our
experience, this type of radio
has an aU,encompassing,' univ- '
ersal forrnatvIt is our opinion
that much of the staff at KBSU
have become complacent to an
attitude we feel a station such as
KBSU should not have.'
In short, your current prog-
ramming has become stale and
overladen. with. "progressive
rock." Rock music, regardless
of its specific category, is not
particularly educational nor is it
much of an alternative when
more than fifty per cent of the
other stations in Boise play rock
music of one category or
another.
It may be nice to flatter
yourselves by thinking you have
the most hip "rock station'tin
the valleyr but we feel' it is a
pretty poor education. Besides,
you've missed the point. You
.are not taking advantage of your
non-commercial, educational
status. We don't know who you
feel you owe your allegiance to
- record promotion for the
companies who send you al-
bums, grown-up adolescents, or
genuine teenagers ~ but as
part of your audience we think
that, being a non-profit organ-
ization, you should' not have to
cater to anyone other than those
interested in alternative educa-
tional programming. This, to us,
means all types of music: rock,
soul, rhythm and blues, Amer-
ican folk, feminist, ethnic or
music by non-English speaking
peoples, jazz, contemporary
classic, Romantic; Traditional
classic, etc .• plus talk shows and
interviews.
--- At present you cover some
. jazzvseme general symphonic
styles and a lot of rock of various
styles. All of the above
mentioned musical categories
can be found on Ip'sin the BSU
musicdepartment, or you could
spend some of the money now
spent on rock records on some of
these other types of music.
KBSU has . lots of potential.
Please don't blow it by. falling
into ruts or stifling creative
attempts to be expansive, truly
progressive, educational" and
above all ,- alternative.
Bud GudmUildson
Leah Cothem
r Former Dddecrie« KBSU
EdIGm', the ARBITER
As I stated on my last show, I
quit working at KBSU due to a
. conflict of interests and I feel
that it is my responsibility to the
students to inform them of the
present conflicts there.
First of all lwould like to say
that KBSU' started out as ail
alternative progressive radio
station for. the students. This
meant (at least I thought) that
we had no particular audience to
please, and experimentation
and progressive -ideas would be
implemented. WeU, as many of
you know, this is not what has
happened. As an "employee"
(and note that I was not paid,
nor did I get credit, but I'didthis
asa serVice. to· the student
community),. I 'have an inside
,view; aod 'experimentation and
progressive ideas are what
KBSU'w'lnts to get the farthest
away from. . .
Apparently, there has been ~
lot of conspiracy and back-stab-
bing going on and I was a victim
of this. I don't appreciate it and'
because certain DJs did not like
my·. program I .was falsely
accused of other things (such as
rudeness, over the telephnne
and over the air) which I did not
do. I feel this was done in order
to get me, out. After ahnost
being "fu'ed" (1dOn'flmow how
you can be fired without getting
paid) for riot playing "hard
rock" on my show, I went,
rather angrily, to the program·
director and asked why I was
going to be fired, and all of a
sudden it was. "Don't take it,·
personally, but on Saturday
afternoon (my show is 12-4pm "
SaL) we want to get as large an
audience as possible, in other
words, to please everybody."
I can't understand how a
"progressive radio station can
regulate any kindof format, or
try to compete' with 10c~1
stations, in my opinion and from
what I know of alternativeradio,
this is totally ·uawarranted .. '
Lastly, I would like to say that
I quit because there is.a lot of
It'I -S
dishonesty, passing .the "buck,
mistrust, back-stabbing, and
accusations due to hearsay and
cannot feel comfortable or work
in such an environment, and
since it is not likely to change, I,__
quit.
. If you as students are
interested in changing this,
write to the Programs Board,
. your student senators or the.·
General Manager. of KBSU. I.
would like to serve you once
againasaDJ, but only after
. things change, if-they ever do.
Rcmona P. Moore
"
l.'!Music Matters" has the lowest price~ on guit.ar~•.
drums .and accessories.
2."Music Matters" h~ndles only quality products such as
,Hagstrom, . Ovation, RiCkenb(l(:ker,· Yamaha and. more, ,-
3. "MUsic Matters'; marks items with 'both list and our
discount price for your convenience and· cOmparison.
4;"Music Matters'" is th~ wusic store with emphasis on
qwdlty and value. AII.products are. researched .befon; we
buy and tested .when they, come in.
5. at "Music Matters" it is oudervice to give YOllbttter
sound:··..·
6. USIC'MAnEI\S
'..is of61OFRONT(right t'urno{f Cqpitol).
342-222" Openlv\on.-Fri.- JO.:30-6pm
Bookstore gets
drop on student
EdItor, the Arbiter:
1
This semester my registration
was held up because Career and'
Financial Services put a hold on
my basic grant. Consequently,
during the first couple weeks of
school Iattended class unregis-
tered, During that time, I
decided to· drop a couple of
classes Ihad intended to take. I
didn't have to drop them,
actually. 1just never .registered
for them' when the time came.
Now-for my gripe: When I
took my brand new, unopened
books back to "Your Campus
Book Store", they wouldn't
refund my money because I
didn't have a drop card. I had
my receipt, but no drop card.
What a system! I always
thought that a campus book
store would go out of their way
to serve the students, but in
reality, the only thing they'll go .
out of their way to do is screw
the students!
And so to you, mister book
store "manager I say, may the
bird of paradise DUMP all. over
your facell
Veryl'llncemy,
"BoblJIley
1
The conciousne~'s of People's
Liberation presents us with
responsibility as any new sense
of freedom does. It' s excitin~-.
'People's lib'
seen as positive
yet challenging-etc question .our
aquired male/female behavior
that limits our ability to be real
and to be friends with each
other.
As spaceship Earth races
through' the universe, It's
Coming clearer to me that its
inhabitants need to love each
other-sand themselves-more
than ever.
CongratUlations,' Jean.ion an
insight' well-expressed!
Heidi Swinnerton
EdItor, the ARB~R
Jean King's positive and
powerful column article, "The
Ten Commandments of Mascu-
linity Defined" (September 12,
.19'Y7), is an vexarnple of the
quality of writing that our paper'
deserves! I hope that we'll" be
seeing more of this caliber from
other stimulating writers.
Dr. R. l.Andregg. 0.0.
. would' like to announce the opening
of a nevI office (or the practice of
General Opt@metnj.
For appointment
377;.2020_ .
1084 rJ. Co.le Rd.'
Boise, .Idaho
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People's Lib !
Human rights the forc.e behind 'People's Lib'
by JCIUl}{lng
About twenty percent of the inferior to men, it shall be
comments and general feedback assured that they never more
• that I have been receiving as a shall-be forced to open theirown
result of my column have been doors. nor forced to light their
negative in nature. These own cigarettes." Apparently
comments have (fortunately) not upon the advent of a fully
been directed at my column, per effective women's movement,
se, but. at some of the' ideas legislation will be immediately
themselves. They have been necessary to insure against the
directed against the concepts of committment of the most
Women's Lib or Feminism and 'common courtesies. Possibly
the Equal Rights Amendment. our lawmakers have nothing
Although these comments are better to do than use their time
, more or less in the minority, and the .taxpayers money to
, . they' are' none the .Iess impor- effect such laws. (One certainly
tant, This column will deal with wonders, at times.)
the three comments most often It is a noted phenomenon that
.expressed, huinan nature functions in an
One of the most often heard, action-reaction method. In other
.especially among older women, words if you are kind, consider-
is, "I'm against Women's Lib, '---ate and thoughtful of a person,-
because' I like to have doors . normally you will get much the
opened for me and my cigarette same response from them. If
lighted" and if Women's' Lib you do all those little things that
comes in, I'll have, to give all say you care, that show your
that up." This particular com- own human warmth, then 'you
plaint is distressing for several are the natural recipient of all
reasons. the little token actions that are
It is distressing because ofthe important to you. The existence
. attempt to put such vitally or non-existence of any rules
important issues as human and regulations to the contrary
rjghts}. political movements; are not going to change that. It
educational reforms: and the seems' as though those women
abortion issue in the' same . are saying-that they never open
category with the niceties of a door or light a cigarette for
common courtesy. The women anyone., Or that they never do
who make this remark or any of the small thoughtful
remarks that are similar to it, things that add so much. to any
surely, must not have given human relationship. Therefore,
their attitude careful considera- the only way they can be sure of
..: tion.r.They are. probably only receiving those same kinds of
guilty of that same falling that' things are .by formal enactment
we all have. That human failing of some kind of legjstlation,
of passing judgement upon an "If 'they pass ERA; they will
issuewithout having investigat- pass a law to draft women, and I,
ed.it. , don't want to be drafted!" Do
One also receives the distinct you s!!ppose that most men
impression that somewhere (in want to be drafted? Not from
some dusty old lawbook) there' what I heard, they. don't I
'must exist a law" that states' There has been a law on the
something to the effect that: "as books since the World War II
long as women shall agree to be era to the effect that women
and act as though they are could be, drafted should it
ROSK~HIIU?
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THE WAY OF HYPERION
(The Unknown Yoga)
JOIN THE ,YOGA EMPIRE (Evolutionary Economics)
United States 01 America
KBIYA
"
KARMA
"In The Yoga Empire, There Is No, 'The Nervous System.'
Ills Our 'Communications System.' We Come Without Fear.
vye Hate The, Signs Of Ignorance And Disease. .We Are
Guardians Of Evolution, Lawgivers Of,Evolutionary Law. We
Have Awakened Kundallnl. We Practice Tantra; If II Isn't
.Good For Planet Earth, We Don~t Need II.· We Want A
Political Party U.S.A." . ' ,
If YOllAre Interested, Mall This Coupon With Self-Addressed
Stamped Envelope. Interview, $25.00. .
Gary J.Warren
" The Yoga Poet NAME _____
LI'eMaster Guru', , SUNSIGN ~ ___
Tho Yoga Empire (EE) BIRTHDATE ~-'-
P. O. Box 625
Nampa, ID 83651 ADDRESS
become necessary. This law has
never been used, Since we are
not now involved in active
combat (at least not openly) this
fear of the draft is not
immediate.
I'm sure we all know of at
least one woman who is
imminently more ";;uiteclto
physical combat than a lot of
men. Why should it be that men
have no choice and women are
not even considered? Many men
are much more suited 10 keep
the home fires burning and
would ifthe stigma of the loss of
masculinity could be removed
from that role. Women are
naturally m .re aggressive, than
men. If you are a true patriot,
why not' fight for your country
regardless of your sex? Did the
women of the French Revolu-
tion, or those women in our own
pioneer West who daily ~faced
the Indiar. threat, let their
femininity ;'1hibit them? You are
damned tootin' they didn't I
They picked up the handiest
weapon and waded right in
there I
It is, an established scientific
fact that the female of the
species is the deadlier, more
-aggressive, more determined,
more apt to fight to protect their
yourig, etc. Except in America
, that is. For some unaccountable
reason American women are
supposed to do an about face
and become everything that is
opposite to their true natural'
instincts. Ah, inconsistency ....
thy true name is sex role
. stereotyping American style.
And -then we nave the
bathroom problem. Someone is
. always going to' be w'orried
about the bathroom problem.
"BuC if ERA and the Libbers '
get in, that means tht men and
women will have to use the
samebathroomslt'Oh, the sh->:
Photo 1.0.
Minadoka Room
Thursdays
10 am - 2 pm
ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality, choose from our library of
7,000 topics, . Send $1.00 for the'
current edition of our 220 page
mall order catalog. '
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHOAVE., No, 206-E
LOS ANGELES, .CALIF,90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
resellrch purposes only.
arne of itall] Do you mean that
most people have seperate
bathrooms at home? My home
and the homes of most people ,I
· know do not have two seperate
bathrooms marked "HIS" and
"HERS", But, maybe we are
just among. the unenlightened.
How about airplanes? It has
been some time since I have
flown, but I dimly remember
one little cubicle equipped with
a sign which read "Occupied"
when it was in use.
Who said you had to use a
bathroom at the same time it is
occupied by, a member of the
opposite sex? That is what the
little locks on the doors are for,
to insure your privacy. Of
_ course, if you prefer to share the
· bathroom with someone of the
opposite sex, I'm sure you 'could
arrange that too. One wonders if
the bathroom fixation does not
stem from an immature preoc-
cupation with natural bodily
functions.
.r There are some other, corn-
menls which could be dealt with
if time and space allowed. Not
the least of these is the
expressed fear tht "if ERA is
passed, my husband will no
longer legally have to support
me." Well, if the legality of the
situation is the only reason your
husband is supporting you now,
then lady, you are already in
more difficulty than any law can
get you into or out of.
Apology: Last week;s paper
wasa victim of some type-set-
ting problems. As a result of
this, some of my column was
taken out of context. Ifeel that I
owe an apology for what seemed
to be a derogatory comment
against the Feminist movement.
The beginning of the paragraph
in question should have read: ...
Then we have the often heard
but completly false statement
by Marll Brough
1( Cary Grant, Myrna Loy and
Rudy Vallee were Shirley
Temple's co-stars in what film?
2) The, long-running television,
s?ow "Bonanza" didn't always
atr on Sunday. On what night
did it. originally appear?
.3) Whendid BobbyDarin hope
and pray for a "Dream Lover"?
4) in AIrport, a snowstorm
caused what city a flurry of
frightening problems? "
· 5) In the TV series ",Star' Trek""
that "All Feminists are les-
bians. Wrong!!! Wrong! W-
rong! Wrong! Feminists are
strong human rights advoc-
ates ... "
Idid not say that it was false
• to say that Feminists are strong
human rights advocates ... As it
would appear because of the
lines left out of type. There were
several other deletions, but
none which affected the mean-
ing of the piece as much as this
particular one.
BSU Press invited
to competetion
Ahsahta Press, Boise - State
University's Western poetry
press, has again been invited to
enter the Pushcart Prize, com-
petition in New York. Sponsored
by the' Pushcart Press, the
Pushcart Prize is an annual
.award given to .outstanding
small, presses in the United
States and Canada. Award
winners, selected by nationally-
known poets, critics, publishers
and editors, are published in
The Best of the Smull Presses,
an annual anthology issued in
hardback and paperback edit-
ions. .
In 1976, the first year Ahsahta
entered the competition, poems
from 'their" fourth volume, A
Taste of the Knife by Sioux poet
Mamie Walsh, were selected
from over 3,500 entries to
appear in the Pushcart anthol-
ogy.
Ahshata entrants this year are
Oregon poet Robert Krieger's
Headlands, Rising, Washington
'po':t Richard Blessing's Winter
Constellations, and New Mexico
poet Haniel Long's My Seasons.
Stump
Trivia Rat
what was the Enterprise's
registration number?·
6) Where do the Drifters think ;'
the lights are bright?
7) What was Jimmy Stewart's
profession in The Man Who
Knew Too Mueh?
8) Mane Elvis Presley's first
movie and who 'Co-starred with
him.
9) What did Red Skelton say at
the end of his show?
10) How did Tony Curtis .meet
Sharon Tate inthe'movie, Don't
Make Waves?
SUPB
Apology
i;g
J'rograms .office .wishes
, apologize· to Alpha Kappa
for the .ARBITER printing. th
they did, not c;omp!y with ..A
rules. Alpha Kappa .Psi is
'~mplillJ1ce with all rules.
Cheer squad acts as PR
Emmett poet featured at reading
The BSU Cheerleaders "do
much more than' cheer 'at'
gaines;" said Dave Barron, one
of the two male', cheerleaders.
"We serve the university as PR
persons by attending a .wide
array of functions, such as the
BAA luncheons" and public
appearances," he. adds. Penne
Rivers stated that, "we get
.campus organizations tired 'up
and try tu generate the spirit
necessary to get them involved
in our Athletic program." This
seems to go hand in hand with
Jerrie Sievers opinion of the
squad as she forcasts "rallies,
posters, Bronco 'Picnics, and
Champagne Functions as up-
coming events that the Cheer-
leading Squad will either
sponsor or participate in.
"In addition, the BSU Cheer.
leaders are the driving force
that "tums 'em on," says
On Wednesday, September
28 at 8 p.m. the Boise Gallery of
Art presents Emmett poet, Joan
Silva, who will read her own
poetry including an excerpt
from her book length poem
"Attila", published in Idaho
last year by the Black Scarab
Press. Trained in drama, her
readings are dramatic as well as
a literary performance. The
reading will last about an hour '
at the gallery.
Ms. Silva's most recent public
Duane "Dewey" Burress, the
other male cheerleader'· and
named "Disco Dewey" as a
result of the "sock, it' to me
Bronco" cheersong.
The Cheerleaders beganprac-
tice weeks before school began
and still practice about 2-3 hours
a day perfecting their cheers.
TIle major problem they seem to
have .is with squad member
Kathy Williams and her "Blue
Bomb" (1968 Chevy). It seems
that according to squad memo
bers, she has a hard time
getting to practice on time, and
has been known to come rolling
in, car hissing, missing, and
spitting a half hour late.
Aside from that, the, Squad
functions dynamically as a unit
and all agree that their highest
satisfaction is- "hearing the
"crowd roar after a touchdown."
Lou Ann Burstedt best summed
readings were in Vienna, where
she gave a number of perfor-
mances with a group of poets.
The group read at the Austro-
American Society, Amerika
Haus, ,and the Governors
Lounge of the International
Atomic Energy Agency. While"
living iii Vienna, she completed'
her book" Attila" and develop-
ed the form for her most recent
major poems "Maglcian and
Tree Lady" and "Lilith Trans-
lates-Lillrj, Interprets".
it up with "it's as though we
had done something great ...
brought the maximum amount
of enthusiasm to the crowd to
better appreciate the efforts of
the team."
When asked "why did you
want to be a BSU cheerleader?"
the answers are best typified by
,Aleta Sales' response, "I love
·cheertng. I love people and I
love BSU." Denise Miner,
. nickname Earla, added, "All
that's true, but I like to show
off." In the midst of the
laughter from Miner's state-
ment, Teresea Waldram added,
"I just enjoy it.r.l feel like it's
the best way I can support the
team!" -
In seriousness, the BSU
Cheerleaders work hard to
provide a variety of cheers"
acrobatics and events to en.
hance, the spirit of BSU.
Ms. Silva' does not consider
herself a "political" or "social-
conscience" poet, but inevetab-
Iy some poems will deal with
events or issues' one sees today
in Boise or wherever, as 'poets
. "are always revolutionaries in a
basic part of themselves".
The reading is made possible
in- part through a matching
grant . from 'the Idaho State
Commission -on the Arts and
"Humanities and is free to the
,public:
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Name: Lon Ann Burstedt
Year: Junior
Age: 20
'MaJor; SpeclniEd. '
Hometown: Cbiillls, Idaho
"I really get the raz at Immo
cause my Dads a U of I grad and
my brothers & sisters arc ISU
grads but I don't care, I love
BSU." .
Name: Teresa Waldram
Year~ Fresh
Agei 18,
~orl General .
Hometown: Cbfco, CaIIlomta
"I·. love aU sportacspechilly
siding, basketball,. softball, ..
cJaDcm,z and swimming."
" .. --
._' '" "0. _' '." ",
..\~;;~-~:,tt;:;,.;'?:?-:~;~~tt,':;~i;~"::.+1i;I":~';~~';~f;l~A':i-'~"!'-i~":~1.;.;,,,<,:,,:,,,, ,- _.5
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Nwpe: Dave Barron
Year: Junior
Age: 19
Ml\lor: Communfcatlons
Hometown: Castleford, Idaho
"I was the only male cheerlead.
er iii high school and I have
beenweU received as a BSU
cheerleader
Name: Denise Miner
Year: Sophmore
Age: 19
Ml\lor: Political Science
.Home~own: Idaho Falls
"I want to be President of th
UnltedStates ••;and Jeff can be
my first man."
photos y
Ron
Ferguson
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Ferguson: 'adventurou·s'
"My prize word is 'advent
'ture'," says Maynard Fergu-
son. It's the spirit of adventure
Ferguson has captured in his
latest album, "Conquistador." .
"I see my enthusiasm spreading
over into my friends at
Columbia and into the audien-
ces. Arid that makes 'beautiful
things happen;"
Born in Quebec in 1928,
Maynard Ferguson studied viol-
in and piano at age four. He
attended the' French Conserva-
tory of Music in Montreal and
by 1950, he was one of the name
artists -~itb' the Stan Kenton
Qrchestra. After going on' to be
first-call, trumpet man for
Paramount Pictures, Ferguson
formed his own 'band and spent
more than ten ".Yeara recording
and headlining clubs. and
concert halls. '
"I'm a .great believer in not
planning goals but going in the
direction I enjoy as a recording
artist," states Ferguson ,
noting that in 1967 he broke up
the American band and went to
England and India with his with
Flora Lou and their children.
The Ferguson Family'sreturn to
the States in the early 70's
provided Part II of theM.F._
career which has even outdone
his work of the 1950's and
1960's. '
Maynard's daughter Kim, who
is also his manager, asserts,
"He carne back, to a new
audience and now appears
before 4,000 to 5,000 students
from 12 to 18 during a ·concert."
Ferguson adds, "The newest :
and most exciting audience is
young people," and he is
gratified that this group enjoys
his music while learning from it.
Ferguson admits he.does mostly
"music .education" at the
schools and many members of
. those audiencesbuythe music-
ian's stage band and marching
STARTS FRIDAY
SEPTEMBE'R' 30th'
,
lilt is a moving re-'
minder of the strength
and indomitability of
the human spirit...
The performances are
all superb ...lt is
Kathleen Quinlan's.
performance as Deborah
that truly illuminates
the whole film ...***!'i*"-Kathleen Carroll, The Daily News
"Kathleen Quinlan
gives a remarkably fine
'contained performance,
How Deborah, with the
help ofone remarkable
doctor, is eventually able
to recognize her own
pain and thus come to
some kind of terms with
her demons is the rnovlnq
substance.of this film ..."
- Vincent Canby, The New YorkTimes
'St.uring BibiA/1(ierss,on'Kathleen Quilllan'Sylvia SidneY'Milrtine Bartlett Lorraine Ga;Y'SigneHasso
Susan Tyrrell' Diane Varsi . (,~t"'r..p,t>dx ... RogerCorm.in&DanielH.81.111• rro~...d'" Ed/:ar I.SchNick &Terl?llCeF. Deane
" . " '. S<r~I.yby GavinLambert~ndLewislohn Carlino·ll.o,.d,~" ",,"lb' Hannah Green Oi,.,!l'd In AnthonyPageINm'l ioSignetPaperbackIAScherick/BI~ttProduction •A,fadsillCinem'.!Film:ANewWorldPictureI!f~
f
f
Maynard Ferguson, renowned jazz musician, takes a toot on hIs
famous "M.F., Hom," a trumpet / trombone of his own design.
Ferguson will be In concert at BSU October 6 at the SUB
Ballroom.
','"
band charts. One of Ferguson's
fondest memories is that the
Ohio State Marching Band did a
half-time ceremony entirely of
his music and did a formation
into' the well-known "M.F."
logo. This is the' type of
audience which Ferguson ad-
mires, "They are hip' enough to,
say.. "Let's go hear Maynard
Ferguson play tonight,' instead
of 'going to hear a particular
song:"
Ferguson is no fan of nostalgia,
but he hasn 't forgotten his older
audiences. "I think they-under-
stand the direction we're taking. e
In fact, after a concert, a man
shook my hand telling me that
this was the first time he could
takehis daughter and his wife to
the same concert." What the
musician has done to achieve
this is to blend the' best of the
jazi past with today's sounds:
"The great"things of the past
stand, out, but most. of my,
thoughts are with today:"
The man who plays. the MF
Hom Trumpet, MF Superbone,
and MF Firebird of his' own
design has a feeling for' the
, current music pulse, "I really
enjoy the rhythmic content of
funk and disco music and I like'
what they've envolvedinto."I' .
Iike-utilizirig thattodayrhythmic
pulsation and unifying it with
the dynamics, of .the ~jazz I've
lived and breathed all my life.
. ferguson's latest. album,
"Conquistador" features two
cuts already being played in the
discos: "Star Trek" and the
theme music from the hi! movie
Rocky, "Genna Fly Now." The
latter cut :is' M.F. 's first single
record release since "MacAr~
thur piu;k" some four years ago
and was early picked by the
three .major trade magazines.
Ad~sFerguson:" 'Gonna Fly
Now', isn't just a one-<::hord
tune; it's .a more sophisticated
apPi'Oach to the disco thing." .
Executive producer pn "Con.
qUistador" is Bob James ,with
Mayrtard and Jay Chattaway,
the co-producers. "I've f<:!und
Jay to be one of the most
creative people to work with as a
composer." says Ferguson, who
discovered Chattaway arranging
and composing for the Navy
Band in Washington, D.C. It
was Ferguson' who brought
Chattaway to the attention of
Columbia Records: saying "I
find him one of the most
creative people to work with."
Ferguson and Chattaway wrote
both "Conquistador", ""The
Fly'; (the "B" side of the single
release) and "Mr. Mellow" on
the new album. Guest artist on
the LP's "Mr. Mellow" tr~ck is
George Benson, an old friend of
Ferguson who has worked with
him in Philadelphia' and Cincin-
',,-"natti as well as "The Mike
Douglas Show .' The album also
features Bob James' "Soar Like
an Eagle."
The man with' the trumpet is
first toadmir the new album is
something of a, change. "It
contains more ofthe identity of
my own band «and more of'my
own writing." It's also another
step into what Ferguson does so
well for young people: turning
. music education into music
appreciation. As expected, the
album' is a, favorite with older
jazz fans and the college kids..
.Even better, it's garnered two
more audiences: the disco
dancers and the A.M. radio
listeners who are hearing
"Gonna Fly Now."
In Part lIof his career,
Maynard 'Ferguson isa man'
with wide 'audience.' Some are
. dancing; Some are listening.
Others, are studying, Yet,all
these seg~~nts ofthe audience
are discovering what Ferguson .
has been exploring for.. years.
The spirit of adventure.
FergusonwiH appear at BSU,
,Oct. 6 at 8 pm in the Ballroom.
Tickets will be. S5.0Q'for
students' and· $6.00· for general
admission. Outlets 'are Red &.
Black MU~icShack and the SUB
Information b06th ..
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LUDPR ULY PRESE TS
THE W£ST eOAST6STOP ROCK 6N ROLL SHOW
L ,
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:On September 26t,h the highly popular Northwest band BIGHORN begins a two week
engagement at The 1 2 1, Club.' ,
This will be the Boise debut of the Seattle-based group that has been the Northwest's top grossingrock act for,
the last three years. Besides playing concerts, schools, and clubs throught the Northwest end Canada, BIGHORN
has played mcjor dates in Denver, Oklahoma City, Phoenix, Tucson, San Diego, and tos~Angeles. "
BIGHORN plays energetic, sophisticated rock and roll featuring multiple vocals. The band does their own
material plus music by Yes, Queen, Styx, Boston, Foreigner, and others. , " " "
The members of BIGHORN,are : Bob Marcy-sax, flute, lead vocals: Peter Davis-grand piano, organ,s}mthesi:zers, ,
lead vocals: Joe' Shikany-Iead guitqr, lead vocals: Steve Adamek-percussion, vocals: and Michael' Ipsen-boss gUitar:,: I
'vocals. " " ,,, , " ' " '" '
Neverto Boise before, be the FIRSTto see BIGHORN! FOR 2 WEEKS-SEPT. 26~OCT.8 '
MO'NDAY The All 'N~wl 2,1 Club Special Nights
TUESPAY
I.ADY"S NIGHT COLLEGENIGHT
, $2.00 cover & 'Admitted Fteewithc:ollege BD'
Au~~~K CAl'l THURSDAY
FOR FREE COLLEGE,MIGHT':
ftom'1-9 ' " ,
lQdi&sadmlttedonJyl O.,~Ft,~e, Drinkwit~Colle-ge ID.•-----l1li--l1li ...--II1II., 36~2CHINDEN- Blvd. .. _.1
,'WEDNESDA'Y
-.
.2 DIT DEER' NIGHT-
16 O~.9IQss.-
. of beer fOt.25(,
,.
",'
1-
,
t;
. \
! /
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I J ~ WANT" ,..I iSiT I ~ . ...' '.~ .. . '.
! flIJ/JIlBlf" I l TO. GET rLas VegasJJ'TJ/JIJf : : 1&\1\10' l" \ lED" ~ ~ro ht Proves
I S,-.IIZ/Jl(J i "~'i,I'3" "," .,.. l~lg ll "" 'v ~
I ~. I .. .. * "H t StfP': MJ1J1"BS~:r position open'for $'0 U
J ,Jr()VJJtr '. J ~ ",..
,.,,: ~Y(Jl!Aor»o.,: '0 ~ ·S,'TU. DE"NT ; Las Vegas night, sponsored and
""., ,. ~ 'hosted by the ARA, was a con.'
0
1
, ' I (to ,', ".,'" glomeration of the unpredictable, '
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J fRlll£S1mCiBl I ; fu II-time student pa,id.p osition' .~ 0 e mg, t opene . Wit) ,t e
" p-"=,-,-~, "r dinner: then proceeded With, the
I • : 2~5GPA "000 0 interaction with >t' betting and games-playing. When',' SHOW TIMES. ': -oj( availabre15 hours, t d t &BSU 0 lall t~e ~oiJey. had be~n :-",on,the.. d it 0".. .'. k s u, ~n. S ,', '. 0' *, aucuon, in which everythmg from
I; 7:150n 9:15 : ~.. -.' a wee ',admlnlstrafton * Nubian slaves to kegs of beer were
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Olympic Bar: Fun
by Mark' EDsworth .
The 01 mpic B'ar, I'd never
been there. in fact, Ididn't have
the slightest idea where it was
located. The only thing I could
recollect about the Olympic Bar
was that some of my Grateful
Dead Freak friends used to hang
down there occasionally because
they liked 'the "rock and roll
cowboy" atmosphere. Well. I
never owned a Cowboy hat. so I
never made it down,
Being. in general financial
destitution •. the ad for 25 cent
beers and free spareribs sound-
ed good. Being of slow
motivation. we didn't arrive
until 9 pm. but to my
amazement they hadn't run out
of spareribs. which was unusu-
al, because they'd been serving
them since 5 o'clock and the
place was packed.
, There was an enthusiastic and
even at times frantic atmos-
phere inside, which is natural
when you have 75 plus people
crowded into a place that's not
too much bigger than my living
room. The Olympic Bar ties
right in with the Cub and the
Trolley as being one of the
smallest bars in town.
I was totally blown away that
we found a table. right next to
one of the pinball machines. As
I kicked back in my chair. I
couldn't help but notice the
Police ...
motivation for economic crimes.
in a nation with an 8 percent'
unemployment rate and where
the bottom 50 per cent of the
population. (economically) own
less tb311 10 per cent of the
wealth. is easy to comprehend.
Likewise the motivation for
violent crime can also be found'
in our socio-economic system. A
recent article in Ms. profiled
two types of rapists; one type is
economically motivated. that is
they consider sex as just
something which, is bought and
sold, and if they can catch a
. women with her guard down
they think they're simply
getting something for nothing;
the second kind is the super-
macho type who need to abuse
and humiliate. women' to build
up their sick egos, often because
they're not "making it," that is.
not climbing over other males
on the road to "success."
It's not difticult 'to understand
'how such warped individuals
are produced. In a socio-econ-
'omic system which makes a
commodity of everything (hu-
manbl90'd, pet rocks, kiddie
porn' «name it.and you can buy
it), and in which ,(hi advertising)
women are pr~sented as merely
desirable objects. it's inevitable
that sonie men will look upon
'women as" things rather tHan
,humart beings and 011 female
. sexuality' as just another' com-
modi,ty.,AIs'o. in a hierarchically
organized socio-economic sys-
tem· in which the supreme
values for males is "getting.
ahead," '.·climbing the ladder to
success," '~making Uto the
top/·etc •• it follows that a lot of
males who hav~boughtinto the
dominant value syStem. yet
aren't "making it" by climbing
over the backs of other men; will'
.grafirri allover the ceiling. To
my dismay. none of it was
pornigraphic, but as it was
explained to me by one of the
guys thatruns the bar, all the
grafitti was actually peoples
names who had recently crawled
down the top of the bar in their
birthday suits in order to get
acknowledged up there: I
shuddered in my seat. What's
. this. town coming to I thought.
Do these people have morals?
Iwas also told that these guys
had, acquired the place six"
months ago, but tonight was the
"Grand . Opening". I could
really relate tothese boys. They
procrastinate as bad as I do.
They were handing out door
prizes, which were .causing
quite a. wild stir in the
well fueled-up crowd. I didn't
see one "concrete cowboy'It
seemed like the' people' there
were your standard semi-so-
phisticated college folks. Steve
Miller was a favorite on the juke
box. Fun-loving souls.
, Having a chronic case of
crowd c1austrop.hobia,. I hung
there just long enough to enjoy a
few spareribs; which .were
pretty tasty,.have a dollars
worth of quarter brews, and
eye the place over. I liked the ......
enthusiastic friendliness of the
tavern, and will most likely
make a return engagement.
[cont, from plige 41
attempt to .affirm the,ir mascu- ,
linity by degrading those
physically weaker than thems~l-
ves --women.
. The lesson is Clear. If you want
a world in ~hich you must live in
a. state of 'constant fear for
yourself, your family, .your
friends, and your possessions,
you should support the status
quo, you should fight to keep
the present socio-economic sys-
tem (cotporate capitalism) and
continue down' the road to
totalitarianism. 'If you want a
world in which you needn't fear
-for yourself or your friends, a
world in which you needn't be
afraid of that person walking
toward you on a dark street, you
should work for the abolition of
all the present system and its
replacement by something bet-
ter --a system in which all
hierarchical structures, both
political and economic ". ~ave
been abolished and decisions
are made democratically, a
system in' which. production is
based on need rather than profit
and in which people will ~e
regarded .as . hum.a~ b~ings
ratherthan commodities --liber-
tarian . socialism. There's ,no
room here for a discussion of
that social system; if you:rc
interested, however, I'd re-
commend the following books:
Anarchy' ,In Action, by Colin
Ward; The Anarchist CoDect·
Ives ed. by Sam· DCllgoff;
An~hlsm. by J)aniel Guerin;
and What Is Com~unIst An·
arcbiIDso; by Alexander Berk·
man (this one is intended for.
relatively uneducated reade,rs.
its level is about that of an
average high school ,text; I still
feel. though. that it does serve
as a good .introdu~ory text).
Airto: music and mountains
by Mark EDswortb
Airto (pronouneedeye-ear-o_
toe) "Moreira is a Brazilian
pecussionist who plays some of
the most interesting and excit-
ing music I've ever heard in a
long time. Once a featured
performer with Miles Davis,
who gave us the likes of Herbie
Hancock. Chick Corea, and Billy .
Cobham, Airto's music is by far
the most melodically sophistica-
ted Latin-American type .stuff
I've heard. Miles Davis and
Co.'s influence has been well.
absorbed here, with hot rythms
and those lightning-fast timing
changes that are, in my opinion,
essential to good modem jazz.
Iknow of few performers that,
can create a sound that can
connect so directly to ones
feelings as Airtos' . The combin-
ation .of jazz. ecstatic electric
rock and Brazilian Rythms
coupled with an overtone of
voices being used instrumental-
ly ratherthan lyrically. adds up
to a rushing, engulfing sound
that's hard to compare to
anything.
The recording and engineer-
ing here are excellent. Co-prod-
uced by Kerry McNabb. whose.
famous for' working with such
oddities as Frank Zappa and
Helen Reddy, I'm sure he had a
major influece on the technique
used to bring this fine sound to
an almost lifelike level.
Airto's sizzling percussion
keeps things moving right along
at a breathtaking pace. His
band, mostly unknown South
American compadres, have no
trouble maintaining the break-
neck velocity this music travels
at. Flora Purim,' Airto's wife,
adds some thrilling soprano to
the voice "instrumentation"
used here; and Tom Scott plays
flute and sax on two of the
numbers. But watch for Airto's
percussion solo on' "Meni
Devori" it made me want to dig
my' old bongo drums. out of the
closet and play along. Where to
- these South Americans get all
this stamina?
So, if you're into some
high-energy Brazilian jazz-rock,
pick this one up. It'll give you \
some. insight into those South
American mountains.
Writing contest
.sponsered
Answers to
Trivia Rat The Arbiterneeds
Writers: You can win Sl00;
S50; orS25 in cash and book
prizes for best short story,
humerous essay, or other short
pieces between' 250 and 1000
words--with free copy of win-
ning COLLEGE CONTEMPOR-
ARIES Magazine for all-vif you
enter the Collegiate Creative
Writing Contest with' the dead-
.line being NOVEMBER 5. For
rules and official entry form,
, send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: International Pub-
lications, 4747 Fountain Ave.
Dept, C-3. .Los Angeles, CA
90029. . .
rrooooooooOoOOOOOOOOOoOoo.~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooo, .S ,. PANTS - -0,1 urp 45 blu~~ii~O .
" U.S. 11.50 8. NAVY 8
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8 $17~50 0
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'8 STEEl.FOLDING TRENCH Flying Shirts: ..l.49 -If)'.,
o "SHOVELS F,/ying Trousers : 1.49 ,8 Flight Covera"s ~ 9:99
1'$ 2 0.4' . '.9· Fatigue Pants · ·.., 3.49 8. - -. Fatgue Shirts ., ~.2.97 8. Straight woodOD Blue NavyMiddies~~ L25 0
handle, 6" x. 8"00 Air Force Overcoat : 5.97 J'8· Poncho : , : ,~ 6.002 strong steel blade, Foam 2"x24"-x74': ;· 5.25 .
(; Snap lock adjusts Foam 4"x24"x74" 9.998 instantly. Use as Mickey Mouse .Boots 2§ hoe or shovel. w/air valve 600 Below ......39.95 (J
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layout personnel.
1). The Bachelor and the
BobbysoJ;er
2) Saturday
3) Every flight
4) Chicago
5) NCC-1701
6) "On Broadway"
7) Doctor
8) Love Me Tender; Richard
Egan and Debra Paget
9) "Good Night and God
Bless."
10) She rode over him with her
surfboard, knocking him uncon-
scious. only to" revive.him with
. mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
! COUPON 'E
1 TREASURE VALLEY 1
: :
1 ICELRND 1
: :
~ ·FAIRVIEW & WILDWOOD ;
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challenge above all challenges.
It wiII be the greatest task in our
. coaching careers to maintain the
level of success we attained last
season as .national champions.
We have as good a chance as
anyone to win the title in '77 and
we'll go about it on a day-to-day
basis."
The Bobcats, now 3-0, defeat-
ed Fresno State 24-14 last week
on fumbles and interceptions.
Fresno State upset the Broncos
42-7 two weeks ago afRatcliff
Stadium. After their impressive
win over the Rebels of Nevada-
Las Vegas (45-14), the Broncos
are on the move.
capable back-ups for the de-
fense.
"We've got quite a few good
players, but we're a long way
from being a good team," says
Holland.
In last year's battle. the
Bobcats defeated' Boise' State
24-20 at Bozeman. This year
Montana 'State faces the Bron-
cos on their own turf. Boise
State needs this ..win after losing
to Fresno State 42- 7 two weeks
ago.
Holland'sbiggestjob is in the.
offensive' positions. Starting-
tailback Don Ueland (873 yds)
graduated, and his back-up, the
'...~' , collegiate
ti1garnes
Montana State Bobcats invade Bronco Stadium
by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports' EdItor
The Montana State Bobcats
travel to Boise this weekend to
face the Boise State Broncos at
Bronco Stadium. Kick-off is set
for 7:30 pm.
Montana State, the 1976
NCAA Division II national
champions, are expected to be
in the thick of the fight for the
Big Sky title this f~IL
Head coach Sonny Holland
must find a starting tailback and
back-up quarterback for the
offense, and a starting defen-
sive end and linebacker with
Women's hockey ot N.N.C.
The BSU women's field hockey
team will open season action
tonight when they travel to
Nampa to play Northwest
Nazarene College, an annual
rival.
"There is a very strong rivalry
between BSU and NNC. All the
players are looking forward to
the game for that reason and
also because it is the season
opener," commented Coach
Jayne Van Wassenhove.
"Vall Jones, our goalie, will be
able to play tonight. She sat out
last week with a strained muscle
in her back," added the coach.
The weather has been a factor
since it has forced the team to
move practice indoors. "Hockey
is traditionally played in all
kinds of weather but we didn't
want to risk any unnecessary
injuries on the wet field."
The game with NNe will begin
at 4:00 in Nampa, and will be
played no matter what tile
weather conditions:
conference's leading yard-gain-
er Tom Kostrba (1083 yds) left
school, Wide receivers Bryan'
Flaig (20 -.catches, 351 yards)
and Len Kelly also graduated.
Fullback Delmar Jones (595 yds)
has moved 'to tailback, where
he'll get competition from junior
Scott Hoard, and Mike Vidmar
should stick at fullback.
Scott Quittern, the team's
second-leading receiver, will fill
one wide spot, but the other is
up for grabs. All-league tight
end Ron McCullouSh returns to
his spot. .
All-conference quarterback'
Paul Dennehy (1373 yds in total.
offense) is only a junior, but the
Cats could use a legitimate
back-up. For 'protection, Lee
Washburn (6'6", 250) and Jeff
Conley (second team ali-confer-
ence) anchor the Big Sky's best'
line.
All-American defensive end
Les Leininger and linebacker
Tim Nixon are missing from the
line-up, - while illness finally
forced all-conference tackle Dick
Lyman to the sidelines. Dan
Ueland, small at 5'9" - 190,
shoulld step into Leininger's
shoes while Rick Kelsic (6'2Y1",
225) will team' witli Rick
VanCleeve (6'3", 215) at tackle ..
All starters with the exception
>'of all-leaguer Vince Dodds
return in the secondary, led by
gmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lIIl111I11I1II111l11l1lllllllllllllllllllllll11I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
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1175 SUD trc:t1ard StlJ
Baise, Ida PhD :l45 ...S11D
SPEE~~E~~17~e~~~;:dSi~~St~t~rl~~e~s~dise. If '
SpeedreadingCourse with small closses, licensed'
.'teacher's, end guaranteed success, call and' make .'
. an appointment ' Reading Counselors
for a free evaluation of your present reading skills
TA'KE ADVANT AGEOF'.SPECIAl
, -- STUDENT RATES WITH ACTIVITY
CARD, SAVE $'$$$$$$$$$.$$$$' :~
." GROUP RATESALSO AVAilABLE
Remember, reading is ,the basis of all'
; " -e~ucati9n,a~d"knowledge. '...:=
~"lIl1n""I"IIII/1""IIII11"""lIIl11l111""II"III"'II"III"nlllrnll"""IIII!1I1"III1I11"'"ll1l1""1II,,,,,,In''''"''''''"I111llllllllllIlIllU''"I1/"I11I1"/frf.
Ron Muri and Greg Wiggs, SQ
finding a running mate for
linebacker Mark Devore in the
,Bobcats' 5-2 defense is the
biggest task. Chip Young, a.
converted noseguard, will likely
fill 'the job. Jeff Muri, who
kicked for 76:points as a
freshman, and punter Stu
Dodds will' double at wide
receiver and defensive back, .
respectively.
The Bobcats have 36 return-
ing lettermen, 17 on offense and
19 on defense. Six starters will
return offensively and seven
defensively. Holland commen-
. ted, "This season will be a
defeating the College of South-
ern Idaho 15-6,10-15, 15-10 and
the College of Idaho, 15-6, 9-15,
15-7.
They suffered losses .at the
hands of Idaho State, 5"15, 9-15;
Northwest Nazarene College,
13-15, 17-15, 13-15; University
of Idaho 14-16, 10-15 and
Treasure Valley Community
College, 3-15, 15-2, 5-15.
TYCC ended the tournament
with an undefeated 6-0 record
with much of the credit due to
'Lisa Powell. "She' was one of
the. strong players in the
tournament. Her powerful spike'
intimidated her opponents' and
counted:' for many of their
points," said Fahleson,
BSU will meet all of the teams
in other invitational tournam-
ents this year, with the
exception ofISU,since they are
not in the same region. They
travel to theMoscow Invitation-
al this coming weekend and will
face teams from the Spokane
area and Montana as well as
teams from Idaho.
B.S.U. wOfollen open
volleyboll season
The 3SU women's volleyball
team opened their 1977 season
this weekend by hosting a.
round-robin, no places vtoum,
ament,
"I was pleased with the way
the kids played; We. had a
couple injuries and had to playa
lot of freshmen, " 'commented
coach Genger Fahleson. "I was
. impressed with those freshmen.
They really came through."
Missy Bennett, a' junior'
starter, suffered, a possible
fracture of herlefr wrist in the
first . match with NNC. Her
status for this week's action if.
still questionable. Susan Vietti,
another starter, was badly
bruised wheri she hit the wall,
bot .still saw limited action.
" A lot of our matches were so
close that they could have gone
either way. Our win-loss record
really isn'tindicatjve ofthe Wily
we played," added Coach
Fahlesdn.· ..
The BSU team compiled a2-4
record in the tournament,
Cole Villpge ~olelr Ustick 317-2370
.. 'Bank'Cards Weicome
"No one knows the athlete's foot like
THE ATHLETE'S FO,OT.~'
..~
Schlltl! "Pattcrn"f·Shl,l. White "Oul of Sclilitl?" T·Shl".
with colorful pall ern of Schlitz Blend of cotton and polyester.
trademarks. Sizes: S: M. L. XL. Gray color. Sizes: S. M. L. XL.
$3.50. $3.50.~----~------~------~/. • . l:JNIT . ,.
I QUAN. DESCRIPTIQI)!.. SIZE PRICE TOTAL, \
I~ 11 I
I 'i':' . TOTAL $_ 1
I.0 My order is over$25.. , 1.1 . Ple~se send me rnv surprise gift worth $5,00. 1
1 Send order'with ~heck or money order' payable tc: I
1 Schlitz Dean of Beer 1
Post O/nce Box 9373I' St. Paul. MN 55193 r 1
I Allow 4 weeks for shipment- VOidwhere prohibited by law. Oiler I
1 expires December 31. 1977. Prices include shipplng and handlmq . 1
1 costs. . . 1
I SHIP TO: I
1 Name' II 1
'1 Address I
I '.' I
\ City'" State __ . Zip ._._ J
\. C 19nJos Sch.IiI' BtNolng ~o. MiMq,U~. w~ .'. ./.~--------~---~-----~.. Schlitz is a trademark of Jos.· Schlitz .Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202
YOURCA~PUS REP.,:~RANDYJ~~AOAR'" BIRKENBINE'
~
N.:
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ron os dump Ve as, 45~1
.by Dave Fredericks
The Boise State University
Broncos, piling up 629 yards of
total. offense, and thoroughly
stifling the UNLV Rebels with
outstanding defense, ran up a
45-14 score over the favored
invaders.
Hoskin iHogan, the sopho-
.more quarterback .for the
Broncos, hit on 15 of 25 passes
and piled up 347 yards and four
touchdowns. The scoring tosses
- went to Terry Hutt, on passes of
65 and 85 yards, and to Lonnie
Hughes on passes of 12 and 13
yards.
In addition, Hogan handed
the ball. off to a number of
tailbacks who.ran outside and
fulIbacks who ran - inside and
they piled up another 282 yards
rushing. Leading the way for the
backs was Fred Goode, who
carried 27 times (a new record)
for 134 yards. Others who ran
well were Cedric Minter, 16
carries for 53 yards. James
Jackson. and Terry Zahner who
both carried 5 times for 34 and
·39 yards respectively.
While the offense was piling
up the yardage and score, the
defense repeatedly tumedback
Above: A ~tudy In intensity, Tony Knap, former BSU mentor,
observes what bas come to pass since his glory years •
.Right: Lambert Davis stretches out after the big one -- but this
one got away. .
Below: Alva LUes [60) prepares to mow a path through theRebel
'defense on-a Fred GOode [40) end sweep, ---
scoring bids by the Rebels .
LCd by linebackers Larry
Polowski, Willie Beamon, .Bob
Macauley and Dave Williams,
linemen Chris Malmgren,· Doug
.Scott and Vince Mendiola, the
Broncos shut off the running
game for Las yegas.
Vegas quarterback Greg Van
Ness, then forced to pass, found
trouble trying to hit receivers
who were covered by Ken West.
Nash Balinton, Sam Miller and
Ralph Arigstman.
After minimal success in the
first half, Van Ness found his
receivers well covered and' was
trapped behind the line of
scrimmage time and again. It
was a brilliant effort by the
Bronco defense.
AlI in all, it was a terribly
emotional game for many, those
who were anxious to see if the
.Broncos could bounce back from
last week's loss and those who
were anxious to see what kind of
tricks Tony Knap-would bring
back to Boise.
The biggest surprise, how-
ever, was the way in which the
Boise State team played. From
the offensive lineman who
opened enormous holes in the
Vegas defense to the last man
on the specialty teams, it was"
truly a team effort. It takes a
team effort to defeat a welI-
coached team, and Tony Knap
always has a well-coached team.
Congratulations to coach Jim
Criner and the entire Bronco
team for one hell of a game, The
Broncos are back.
BSU
.Flrst downs ••••..••••••••••• 28
Rashlng [att.· Dctyds] •••••••. 64~282
Passing [att.· co~p •• Int.] ••••• 25·15.0
Yardspasslng ~ 347
Total offense 629
. Returns. yards ; 4-46
Kickoff returns· yards •• • • • • •. 2-49
Punts[no.·yds.ave.] ........ 3·95·31.7
Penalties· yards ••••..••••••. 11.74
Fumbleli ·168t 5·3
VNLV
23
34·67
51~23.2
295
362
2·2
8~165
7·300.42.9
7~74
2·1
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Olympic D~r's
Defensive
Stick
~,~,~fthe
eek
'BSU defenseman Ken West
contrives ~ Introduce Vegas
runnIng back Raymond Strong
[21] to the Bronco Stadium turf.
Strong, not mucb for Introduc-
tlens, occupies hImself with bow
quickly be does or docs not want
to meet that tun- provided be
bas a cbo!ce.
Commented one longtime
Bronco fan concernIng West, "I
knew they were keeping the guy
areund all these years Cor
semethlng." '
'******************************************************
r trysp r
,0 •
by Charlie Wittner
The Boise State University
cross country team, led by Steve
Collier, came off with an
impressive performance' at the
Pelleur Invitational cross coun-
try, meet last Saturday at
Spokane, Washington. The
meet, sponsored by Whitworth
College, also included Montana
and Idaho of the Big Sky
Conference, Simon Fraser,
Northwest Nazarene College,
Spokane Falls Community Col-
lege, and-the Northwest Track
Club. '
Although there were no team
scores l>ept, Boise State would
have won by twelve points over
the University of Montana.
Steve ,Collier won his first
cross country meet of the still
young season with a time of 20 '
minutes and ,20 seconds for the
four miles. Collier, 'unlike last·
'week where he stayed in back of
the leaders until the end of the
race.ichosetoIead this time. At
the end" of the first mile, he
'shared the lead with four other
runners, Steve Hills' of NNC;
JimVim Dine,unattached; Scott
Blackburn, BSU; and Jim
Hennessy, also running unat-
tached. However;' Collier and
Van Dine, the fornier Brpnco
Cross country and track great,
broke ','from the' group and
battled eachcthet Cor the lead.,
Collier pulled away from Van
Dine on the last hill and hung on
forthe victory. Van Dine was
second with a time of 20:26.
Blackburn of Boise State was
right behind at 20:29. Dave
McDougal of Montana' was
fourth while Jim Henessey was
fifth. ,
Boise State's Karl Knapp,
although running while ill, still
was strong enough to capture
seventh place with a time of
20:53. Northwest Nazarene's
Steve Hills dropped down to
tenth place, followed, closely by"
Boise State freshmen Stan Link,
11th and Dave Steffens, in 13th
place. Mike Henry was the
Broncos' sixth man when he
placed 45th. ",' '
Bob Martin; a freshman from "
Borah High School inBoise, was
Boise State's7th,man, placing
52nd. Another 'freshman, .also
, from Borah and running for the
Broncos was Bruce Blazer. Gene
Stone, nOl'mallyBpise State's
sixth man; had to dropout of the
competition after' developin~ a
sloma'ch cramp at. 31/1 miles.' '
The runners had run in
continuous rain over forest trails
and over two mU9,-covered hills.
, By"the end of the race, most of
the team colors on the uniforms
, had been91piace<i by mud
'brown. ThC'course wa:;,:;!!ppely
and the' footing was difficult,so
as a resuliihe tiitteswere slow.
Head coach Ed Jacoby was
happy with his team's perform-
ance. He said his team is
improving with every meet"
including his two freshmen,
Link and Steffens.
He was concerned, however.,
with the large gap between his
fifth and sixth men. "If
something should happen to one
of my top five guys, then the
team is really going to be
hurting for points."
Jacoby also said that Montana-
looked real good for this time .of
The Boise State women's
Cross Couritryteam~pened
their seasonvSaturday in a.
non-scoring Pelleur Invitational
Cross.Country Meet sponsored
by Whitworth College" Spokane,
Cindy J()cgenson placed 11th
for the BSU women, who were
runni~g for the first time in
competition. Jorgenson's time
was 15:57. The race was won by
Joan. Corbin of Spokane, Com,
munityCollege ina time of
15:22. '
Other BSU fmishers included
Barb Buchan, ~24th, 16:57;
Ai"iene Blirtlome, 39th; 18:06;
\ .......... ;
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Left: Mitch Britzman [dark Jersey] bulls past the UNLV Une for a
Drst down. , '
Below: lonnie Hughes, BSU's (lYrprislng tight end, snares a
Hoskin Hogan bullet In a drive that eventually led to a Hughes '
touchdown.
,_J';~'
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team. "Our biggest meet of the
year is the conference cham-
pionship. We have to do well at
that one or our season is
finished. All these early meets
are just meets to show us where
, our strengths and, weaknesses
are." .
The conference meet isn't"
until November 12th at Salt
Lake City, but after just two
meets, the Broncos' cross
country team looksus if they
should be strong contenders for
the team title.'
s t
year and said they could be very
strong at the conference meet.
Montana had three runners in
the top' ten at the meet last
Saturday.
The Broncos' next cross
country meet will be 'next
Saturday in Eugene, Oregon for
the Lane Community College
Invitational. Boise State will
also compete with Oregon State
University in a dual meet. The
course will cover 10.000 meters
and will serve, as another'
tr.aining meet for Jacoby anu his
Sandy Cassens, 41st~ 18:24 ~rid',
Jackie Crist; 60th WIth a timeof:
22:14.' , , . , '
Participating in the meet with
BSU were Montana and Idaho
State, Simon F~a~er, host
Whitworth, Northwest Track
Club, Spokane Community Col-.
l"ge and Northwest Nazarene
College;' '
"This is the first year for tne'
, women's crosscou~try program
at ,BSU," stated)hewomen's,
coach; Basil DahlStrom." "We
have the women out training
along~ide the men and traveling
to most of the same meets.
,Although we lack depth in, the
program, we havesome enthus-
, iastic runners. Once they build
up their co-nfidence, they 'II
improve. _' ,
"Jorgenson' has, had some"
cross-country experience in high
"school and ran for' BSU last
spring, "stated Dahlstrom.
"Buchan ,will definitely' show
'improvement as the seaSOn
progres!les." Her training lias
been limited due to a foot
injury;'" I'
Next week, the men's'and
women's 'cross cOuntry teams
,travel to Oregon wherethey will"
compete in the Lane Community
ColIege Itlvitationltl.
',l
-",
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Point spread blown inwildN.<:.A.A.weekend
by Jerry Etchanls
and Tate Simmons
Last weekend was a highly
emotional one for college
,J-' football. After two weeks of
hard times and upsets for the
. big names, they set out to prove
something - and" prove they
did. It 'reflected in some of the .
scores: USC 51, Texas Christian
0; Oklahoma State 54, UTEP'O;
BYU 65; Utah State 6; Pitt 76,.
Temple O.
Not only the big boys, but
some schools closer to home
rammed home a point here.and
there:
oIdalJo State, winless before last
. Saturday, avoidedembarass-
ment and overcame a 15-13 lead
by (who?) Eastern Montana is
- style.- final score, ISU 47,
EMC 15.
oNorthe~ Arizona made certain
the public knew they could
indeed totally dominate the
game, taking Weber State
36-10.
oMontana debunked claims of
mediocrity by overhauling Port-
land State 40-25. '
oAnd, of course, life must be a
little more pleasant' around Jim
Criner since the Broncos'
bashing of favorite hate Nevada
Lost Vegas.
But, this week: on to bigger
and better things. The week's'
biggie is Texas A&M at
Michigan: the upstart against
the slow-moving giant. The
Aggies are. high in the stand-
ings, and catch a glimpse of #1 if
they chance to pull the
Wolverines out of that very
spot. Incidentally, 'if you're
expecting to see this biggie on
television, don't; doubtless ABC
.will beg "regional· 'coverage"
. and run it in the big population
areas, whjle we must .content.
."'ourselves .with Westminster at
Arizona-Podunk - butmore on
that later.
Your favorite football prog-
nosticating team went a healthy
16-4 last week, bringing 'our
total record to 53-19. .736
overall.
[ColumnIsts' note to Gary,
c/o CPD, StatesmlU1: We Can
refer yon to a real dandy. service
yon mIght Uke to. know about:
Bllbysltters Anonymous. Tnlk to
Tom Scott for details.]
This weekend's games:
Texas A&M at Mlchlgan:
Bo Schembechler said it
himself: "We're not number
one." Such a statement can
indicate only one of two things:
a) the Wolverines are not fit to
spit-shine Navy's helmets, or b)
they've been holding everything
back for all the realbig games.
This is.a real big game.
MlchlglU124, A&M 21
WashIDgton State at Sonthern
CalIfornia:. .
If Wazoo had . not been
knocked off 'by 'Kansas . last
Saturday, we might' have
figured they had. a chance of
denting the Trojans' iriJage.
Well, so sorry, Cougars; time is
on your side, bufor now, the
odds aren't.
. tlSC 24, WSU 10
Kansas at ·Oldahoma:
Pardon ..the editorial com-
ment: Last weekend the state of
Idaho did not indeed see last
week's i Okie thriller at ,Ohio
State, chiefly because' a random:
high mogul in. the NCAA
decided it was in our best
interests to watch Brigham
Young pull a 65-6 yawner over
Utah State. As some sort of
make-it-up-to-you-poor-guys ef-
fort, ABC ran the Sooners'
last-second' field goal over' and
over ad nausaeum in .the
post-game highlight show. Gee
whiz, 'it sure was exciting to
watch those last three seconds
tick off the clock, and watch that
crowd go wild for about a half ..
minute, and see the winning
kicker get pummeled by' his
teammates, and ... oh, predic-
tion? Okay.
OWaboma 35, Kansas 20
Ohlo State at Sonthern Method-
Ist:
Meanwhile, on the other end
of the field goal, the Buckeyes
mope their way througha few
, weeks' worth of lower level
Competition. Don't expect Ohio
State to lose again untH they
face their next actual challenge
at the end of the year.
. , : OSU45,SMU7
Kentucky at Penn. State:
This may look like a dog, but
there's actually quite. a bit of
depth to it. Two weeks ago,
West Virginia beat Maryland,
and this-week, while Penn State
took Maryland by' a moderate
29-7, Kentucky handled W. Va.
by much the same score, Yessir,
however you look at it, this
'game is a, pretty' deep dog.
Penn State 27, Kalntu~i.: 10
Georgia at Alabama:
The Dogs haven't seen any
serious opposition yet this year •.
Meanwhile, Bear's Tide has
seen surprise 'losses, . heart-
.rending squeakers and big
victories.i-- well, let's just say
it'll be a good game for 'Barna.
. Alabama 35, Georgia 21
Colorado atArmy
To the peopleof Boulder: we
made a mistake. To the people
of Fort Collins: maybe the
.;Buffalos 'would grace you
sometime by appearing on the
same field as CSU. To the
people of West Point: Maybe
the flyboys at Colorado, Springs
can get you out of this one?
I
t
s
Nope.
. Colorado 38, Army 7
Arkansas at TexllS ChrIst1aD:,
Our .point .spread was so
blown away by the likes of Pitt,
BYU and BSU we thoughtthis
might be time for revenge. The
Arky Razorbacks are beating
their way out of the doldrums
and this is the -team to do it
against.
Arkansas 49, TCU Z
TexaS Tech at North Carollnal
Tech liked being in the top 10
but Saturday fell from grace. ,
The Red Raiders are alive and
well and on the way back. Can
we. say the. same for the
floundering NC Tarheels?Af-
raid not; call out the guard, this
could be II riot. .
, TexllSTech 41, NC 13
Mississippi stiiiC at Kansas St.:
Miss State looked so strong
we took Florida for a pushover
last week. Well, ,the Gators are
viable contenders, but the
Kansas State Wildcats had
better stick to 'Big 8 JV
skirmishes. It's mean out there.
_Miss Stat.e 35, KSU 7
Iowa at UCLA
The Bruins would like to stay
out of the Big 10, at least until
the Rose Bowl. But be there
team ever so humble in the
Midwest. it be Iowa. We
thinketh we watch with our
hands over our eyes,
UCLA 39, Iowa 3
West .Vlrglnla at Virginia:
Derned if West Virginia
didn't make it into the Top 20
only to be knocked out by lowly
Kentucky. Demed if Virginia
didn't get a flicker of hope by
holding Duke to 31 points.
Virginia's point total inthe past
two weeks has been seven to
their opponents" 99. Tack, on
some more ...
West Vb:glnl,a28, Virginia 7 ,
New Mexico at BYU:-
Another yawner for regional
broadcast.' If Gifford Nielson
gets any better he'll be declared
Public Enemy #1 in the WAC,
BYU 42, New Menco 10
Michigan State at Notre Dame
Irish eyes aren't smiling in
South Bend; ND is sliding along
(barely) the surface. As for
Michigan State, ,they don't like
being referred to as "those guys
across state" by you-know-who.
Upset Special #1.
MSU 13, Notre Dame 10 .
florida state at OWaboma State: .
- OSU virtually wiped, ElPaso
off the map, but find leSs than
pushovers with Florida State.
The Seminoles' Jimmy Jordan is
braggingmaterial and could
stingOkie at will. Yet nothing
compares to OSU's Terry Miller
for excitement.
OSU 24, florida State 1~
. Pitt at Boston Colleg'ci
Ali faith isr.estored to. the
Panthers after last Saturday's
steamrolling ove( Temple. BC
slugged. it out with Army and
came out a,winner. Such luck
won't meet B95ton as Pitt
begins togel. .
Pitt 34, Boston College 10
BIG SKY
Montana State at Boise State:
Wish we-could predict a tie
here; but then MSU-BSU games
almost never are tied. They are
won by inche!i;by seconds, by
very few points ..;.,.but they are
. [coDt1nn~ onnen pagel,
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Intramural
softball'
ResDlts
Ripley's Believe It 6
Bad. News Broncos 4
Mankos If>
8-3 #2 7
CCPO 13
Tojo's Jets 4
Upis f "
UFA Maya 0 (forfeit>
Schedule
.
Tuesday Sept. 27 - 5:30
1
1
5<
",,",,".'~:
t!
'tt:,
B-3 vs. Whoppers
Ufa Maya vs. Windigoes
Bad News Broncos vs. Little
Rascals
B-3 #1 vs. Tojo's Jets
Thursday ,Sept. 29 - 5:30 i
Mankos vs. Whoppers
Upis vs. Windigoes
Monday' Oct. 3; 5:30
Whoppers vs. Ripley's Believe
It -
Note: The' Red Eyes were
mistakenly put in the scheule,
so if you are scheduled to play
them, you will have a bye. "
point ......J-
[continued)
won. This, in particular, will be
a hard game for the loser to
swallow. We haven't had to eat
a BSU prediction yet,' though, so
we'll stretch out on that limb
just a bit further -'-
BSU28,MSU26
Idaho State at Portland State:
Gee, but PSU's having a hard
time with Big Sky schoolslately,
Wouldn't they just relish a
chance' to pick, one apart at
home? Wouldn't they, now.
PSU 31, lSU 17
Weber State at Montima:
Since you asked, 'these are the
two Big Sky competitors Port-
land has been having such
trouble with. It looks like a lot of
offense and a moderate defense
for either side. Difficult to pick,
you sak? Ask another question.
Montana 48, WSC 31
Northern Arizona at Nevada-Las
Vegll8:
"Eat Rebel: 20,575 Broncos
can't be wrong. " Whether all
UNLV's future opponents use
that for a bumper sticker battle
cry is irrelevant. Tonk Knap
doesn't like tolose~ notat any
time- not at home -;- not twice
ina row -:- and especially not by
,NAU two years in a row. -,
UNLV 38, NAU 14
Idaho isnT playing a game this
weekend; rumcrihas it Eddy
Troxel felt so bad about losing at
Hawaii' 46-25 that he had his
Vandals swim home. Most of
them should reach shore next,
Tuesdayaftcmoon, and barring ,
any complications, oughttq
make ithome Thursday to begin
fcur-a-days-fn preparation for
(cfiuckle) Idaho State; Happy,
Sailing. '
• .. • " '.; : I " .•...~
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SUMMIT PACK
W/LEAmERBorrOM
NVlon t~rdrop pack wffh mgged
genuine leafher bOttom. A~ustable
leafher s.houlder straps and waist ,strap.
Our reg. 28.50 1S'9S I
'j
I
I
,'1
1
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GUYS & GALS NYLON
WARMUP/JOGGING SUITadidas''TOURNAMENT' RED'
BASKETBAU SHOE
Ou~ reg. 24.95 1688
Special purchase savings--
genuine Adidas qualiiy.
'di as
lADIES lEATHER
TENNIS SHOE,
Our reg: 19.88 , 1488
Special' purchase savings 00
~~"",,","":"'SI'Ad'Jantage'or 'Monte Carlo' styles
Our reg. 18.95
Whetlter it',~jogging, sports, or just 100lOOg
good, this nylon warmup/jogging suit is
perfect; XS-S-M~l-Xl=/l=397
X~1s'STEEL
RACKET wmf COlt
, Our reg. 27.95 ,,1888
X;15 puts the wallop ofmo~bdenum
steel into your shats, pre-struRg. with
toumament nylon.
'"... WconvERse
" "PROillfATHER- HI-TOP
BASKETBAll SHOE
Our reg. '24.95 198~
Purable leather upper with '
1>·':::""':::::-'.:;>8 sure grip sole. Slight, irreg., IDifGon
TENNIS.
·,BAllS ..
2 SWRfS IN BOISE
CORNER.,Of,mIRO& MAIN
CORNfROF FAIRVIEW,&CUf~ns
NAMPA' 'Namps-CalaveG B~d~
, "
